
• award-winning, platform agnostic technology, proven by more than 74,000 educators world-wide;
• ability to capitalize on the significant technology drivers of the future for virtual learning, digital 

publishing, online collaboration, civic engagement, among others;
• application in any digital environment, including platforms such as email, digital publications, 

electronic documents, websites and other platforms or mobile applications; capability for 
plug-ins, using Democrasoft’s APIs;

• Collaborize Classroom Topic Library (including URLs, websites, user list, TMs,) a global
repository of topic-based collaborative lessons created by educators and content publishers. 

• intellectual property blocking other companies from using this technology; and
• bargaining power in cross-license negotiations and significant defensive value in the event of 

lawsuits from competitors.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY 

The development of Democrasoft’s Online Collaboration and Voting platform (Collaborize), was 
begun in 2009 by Democrasoft, Inc., at the direction of its Chairman and CEO, Richard Lang. Lang 
is a pioneer in the technology industry. He was the co-inventor of the world’s first patented dual-
deck VCR, sold worldwide. He also revolutionized online media delivery by licensing Democrasoft’s 
patented media delivery solution IP to Microsoft, Apple and others, making possible video-on-
demand and audio streaming services.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND PLATFORM OFFERING

Democrasoft Intellectual Property & Platform

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFERING

Democrasoft’s Online Collaboration and Voting platform (Collaborize) and Collaborize® SaaS 
Platform, Patents, Trademarks, Copyrights, Domain & Website, along with other intangible assets 
plus source code and Application Programming Interface (API).  

OPPORTUNITY OVERVIEW

Ocean Tomo Transactions presents for sale Democrasoftʼs Discussion Management System
(DMS) along with their Collaborize® SaaS platform, CollaborizeClassroom URL, website and related 
copyrights along with all related intellectual property and intangible assets. The system, platform and 
cloud-based software, APIs, intellectual property and other intangible assets represent what may 
be some of the most significant innovations in internet-based communication in the past decade, 
enabling easy and topic-based collaboration and engagement. Together the system enables the 
creation and management of structured, topic-based discussion and voting capabilities, leading to 
measurable outcomes and actionable results, while yielding valuable data and insights for educators, 
content creators, publishers, communities, work teams, citizen groups and other organizations.

Know-how and related knowledge transfer available along with option to retain as contractors 
inventors, developers and support staff.

VALUE PROPOSITION

The transaction provides the acquirer:
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CORE INNOVATION

The core Democrasoft innovation (the patented kernel of the IP), is generically referred to as a 
“WeJIT”and describes a describes a “portable” free standing, interactive web-object with unique 
URL(s), which collects advisory discussion and votes in multiple formats, from any group or 
community, on any topic or issue. A WeJIT is self-contained, and is able to replicate itself and spread 
virally into any number of digital environments.

Each WeJIT is essentially a single-page, topic-based website (created in minutes) with embedded 
elements that define its parameters and capabilities. These elements include:

• A topic title or question (the subject).
• Quantitative elements, such as multiple voting structures and user engagement data. 
• Qualitative elements, in the form of optional, collaborative discussion among participants, 

pertaining to the WeJIT’s topic or question.
• A graphic display of how many people are participating at any given time in the WeJIT - including 

the voting results for all structures.
• A topic-related attachment, embedded in the WeJIT, such as an educational video, an image, or 

a related document to be reviewed. 
• Links from within the WeJIT to outside related resources or other supplemental information, as 

well as “sharing” capabilities that include all social media, “embed” options, and archival. 
• Top-line user data, visible to the author of the WeJIT only, which indicates individual votes, 

participation info, comments, replies, etc.
• Voting results, updated in real-time, visible to all participants, instantly displayed after voting.

PRODUCT/TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

Collaborize® SaaS online collaboration and voting platform, source code, cloud-based 
software, and APIs

Portable and embeddable cloud-based collaboration and voting innovation; each WeJIT is a fully-
interactive, one-page website about any topic or issue, with multi-structured votes and comments, 
attachments, results, reporting and sharing elements. It enables a user to create an online 
community around any individual issue or discussion, making it ideal for applications such as online 
education and e-publishing. An individual WeJIT is accessed by a simple URL link (or embed code), 
and can be shared with anyone, either via email or any number of social networks, as a way of 
quickly expanding the number of individuals who participate in an individual topic-based, collaborative 
discussion and/or vote. When integrated into an email program, the invention presents the prospect 
of completely eliminating “Reply All” emails among working groups. 

A WeJIT module can be embedded in almost any digital application, e-publication or other digital 
environment, including live video conferencing applications. WeJITs enable streamlined, online 
collaboration and voting around individual topics or issues, which can subsequently be shared and 
accessed from multiple locations. When integrated into a “live” video conferencing application, it 
enables participants to launch discussion-related topics for later consideration, collaboration and 
advisory voting, with the option of extending the topic to new participants beyond those already in the 
“live” video conference.

The portable nature of a WeJIT makes it a communications/collaboration tool that is completely 
agnostic to its digital environment, operating across multiple platforms, while bringing participants 
together at the same, unique, online collaboration location, regardless of where or how the link was 
accessed. 
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There are at least four industries where the patented inventions have fundamental importance; 
including: Education, Publishing, Productivity, and Civic Engagement.

• Education: The need for an online learning solution that is effective at engaging students in 
collaborative learning has never been more relevant than today. As the world began to shelter-
in-place and our classrooms turned virtual, online learning tools and platforms have found 
heightened importance around the world. As self-contained, unique web-objects, topic-based 
(WeJIT) make it possible for educators to equip their students with educational material on each 
topic, while engaging them in collaborative discussions as part of each lesson. Because these 
topic-based lessons (WeJITs) are platform agnostic, once created, they can be easily integrated 
into any Learning Management System. The Collaborize Classroom Topic Library is already the 
world’s largest repository of topic-based lessons on almost any subject, and an effective channel 
for distribution of educational content from teachers and educational publishers.

• Publishing: WeJITs, embedded inside of any e-publication, enable readers and authors 
to connect directly with each other, asynchronously, from inside the e-book. In addition, the 
patented technology would allow the reader to highlight sections of text in an ebook, and instantly 
generate a new, interactive collaborative discussion related to the highlighted text. This level of 
interpersonal interaction is unique to the publishing space. Deployed for the first time in 2013, the 
initial deployment of WEJITs in an ebook won “Best New Technology” at Digital Book World.

• Collaboration (Productivity): Easily integrated via APIs, WeJITs can super-charge almost any 
existing productivity or collaboration platform with self-contained discussion and advisory voting 
capabilities. The technology can virtually eliminate the need for “Reply All” email traffic.

• Civic Engagement: Platform-agnositic WeJITs overcome the limitations of the highly 
fragmented civictech industry. The Democrosoft IP and code uniquely enables this burgeoning 
industry to both engage citizens around issues and measure public sentiment.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ASSETS 

To protect its technology and facilitate licensing revenue, Democrasoft has made a significant 
investment in protecting its intellectual property. The patent portfolio, trademarks and software 
copyrights available to interested acquirers are outlined below:

PATENTS
PUBLICATION 
NO.

APPLICATION
NO.

TITLE PRIORITY  
DATE

PUBLICATION
DATE

EST. 
EXPIRATION 
DATE

BACKWARD 
CITATIONS

FORWARD 
CITATIONS

FIRST IP
CLASSIFICATION

US8392504 US13/645396 Collaboration and real-time 
discussion in electronically 
published media

4/9/12 3/5/13 10/4/32 7 13 G06F 15/16

US8787819 US13/492520 Collaborative and interactive 
learning

3/25/11 7/22/14 3/26/32 3 10 G09B 3/00

US8787820 US13/645393 Content creation in an online 
learning environment

7/20/11 7/22/14 3/26/32 2 12 G09B 3/00

US8798521 US13/554988 Content creation in an online 
learning environment

7/20/11 8/5/14 7/20/32 0 12 G06F 15/16

US8832197 US13/778085 Collaboration and real-time 
discussion in electronically 
published media

4/9/12 9/9/14 10/4/32 2 14 G06F 15/16

US9009194 US13/309553 Real time and dynamic voting 12/1/10 4/14/15 5/9/32 5 30 G06F 17/30

US9812024 US13/430655 Collaborative and interactive 
learning

3/25/11 11/7/17 3/26/32 0 14 G09B 3/00
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TRADEMARKS
COUNTRY MARK CLASS STATUS FILED 

DATE
SERIAL 
NO.

REG. 
DATE

REG. 
NO.

GRANT 
DATE

CURRENT 
OWNER

European 
Union

COLLABORIZE 09, 42 Registered
(Madrid REP)

5/3/10 1039205 5/3/10 1039205 4/15/11 Collaborize, 
Inc.

European 
Union

COLLABORIZE 
CLASSROOM

09, 42 Registered 
(Let ABN)

12/20/10 9611484 12/20/10 9611484 5/2/11 Collaborize, 
Inc.

European 
Union

COLLABORIZE 
TOWNHALL ONLINE

09, 42 Registered 
(Let ABN)

7/8/10 9233231 7/8/10 9233231 12/22/10 Collaborize, 
Inc.

European 
Union

THE WISDOM 
OF WE

09, 42 Registered 4/22/11 9916792 4/22/11 9916792 8/31/11 Collaborize, 
Inc.

Madrid System COLLABORIZE 09, 42 Registered 5/3/10 1039205 5/3/10 1039205 6/10/10 Collaborize, 
Inc.

United States COLLABORIZE 42 Registered 6/1/09 77/979,686 6/29/10 3812206 DemocrasoD, 
Inc.

United States COLLABORIZE 
CLASSROOM

42 Registered 6/22/10 85/068,566 6/5/12 4154660 6/5/12 Collaborize, 
Inc.

United States COUNT ME IN 42 Registered 
(Let ABN)

10/27/10 85/162,401 8/19/14 4589021 8/19/14 Collaborize, 
Inc.

United States THE WISDOM 
OF WE

42 Registered 
(Let ABN)

10/27/10 85/162,387 8/19/14 4589020 8/19/14 Collaborize, 
Inc.

OTHER ASSETS

www.collaborizeclassroom.com internet domain and website, as well as the Collaborize 
Classroom Topic Library, and all associated copyrights.

Source code for Democrasoft’s Collaborize platform, related APIs and copyrights.

Exisiting mailing list for 50k + Collaborize Classroom educators.

Overview Mind-Map of Democrasoft IP applications available upon request.

CONTACT

A detailed offering memorandum is available upon signing an NDA. Further details on the 
transaction, including video demos for various applications of the technology.

Olivia Becker
+1 747 277 9337
obecker@oceantomo.com
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